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PREFACE

This report presents the results of improvements and extension of

the two-dimensional distinct element code, UDEC, and development of the

data structure and skeleton code for a new three-dirensional distinct

element program.

The work was performed for the U. S. Army Waterways Experiment

Station under contract DACA39-82-C-0015. These Improvements and exten-

sions of the code supplement the original report "UDEC - A Generalized

CDistinct Element Program for Modeling Jointed Rock," written by Dr. P. A.

Cundall in March 1980 for the U. S. Army European Research Office and

Defense Nuclear Agency under contract DAJA 37-19-C-0543.

Mr. J. Drake of the Waterways Experiment Station initiated this pro-

ject and the final report was prepared after consultation with Mr. Drake

and Mr. B. Armstrong, also of the Waterways Experiment Station.

Commander and Director of the Waterways Experiment Station at the

time of publication of this report was COL Robert C. Lee, CE. Technical

Director was Mr. F. R. Brown.
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DEVELOPMENT OF GENERALIZED 2-D AND 3-D

DISTINCT ELEMENT PROGRAMS FOR

MODELING JOINTED ROCK

PART I: INTRODUCTION

BaEckground

1. The Universal Distinct Element Code (UDEC)* is the latest

and most advanced numerical program available for simulating the be-

havior of discontinuous geologic systems subjected to high and tran-

sient loads. UDEC provides in one package all of the capabilities

that existed separately in previous distinct element codes. The pro-

gram is built around a very powerful data structure and is able to

handle simultanieously the interaction of a mixture of rock blocks

that have different types of deformability.

2. During the initial development of UDEC several facilities

were encompassed by the original design but were only implemented in

skeleton form. Features such as joint constitutive behavior, dynamic

cracking, fluid flow and fluid pressure effects were identified as

requiring supplemental work in order to realize the full modeling

potential of the code. Also, some utilitarian improvements were sug-

gested: an improved capability for dealing with flying blocks for

impact-type problems, automatic zoning for fully-deformable blocks,

improved logic for handling special cases of splitting such as splitting

through corners, and more general specifications for boundary conditions.

* P. A. Cundall, "UDEC - A Generalized Distinct Element Program for

Modeling Jointed Rock," Final Technical Report, Europefan Research

Office, U. S. Army, London, 1980.
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3. In addition, it was recognized that the next logical exten-

sion of the distinct element method would be the development of a three-

dimensional version. The first step in this formidable task would be

the design and testing of a data structure and test-bed code which would

be appropriate for three-dimensional analysis.

Scope of Present Study

4. The purpose of the present study was to address the consider-

itions arising from the original development of UDEC. The first ob-

jective was to complete all the unfinished facilities identified above.

This accomplished, the revised version of UDEC now has a general appli-

cation to the following principal areas in jointed rock modeling:

a. Discontinuous systems can be modeled as assemblages of
blocks or particles of differing deformability; either
rigid, simply-deformable (with 3 degrees of freedom) or

fully-deformable (internally decomposed automatically into
finite difference zones).

b. Nonlinear constitutive models including dilatant and non-
dilatant behavior can be prescribed for both the intact
rock and the discrete joints.

c. Blocks can break, repeatedly, in accordance with a user-
supplied cracking criterion.

d. Fluid flow and fluid pressure generation in joints and
voids can occur with flow rate specified in terms of
"joint permeability and apparent aperture.

e. Directional loads can be applied to individual blocks
and pressures can be prescribed to regions between blocks.

f. Blocks or groups of blocks can be explictly defined by
"the user as flying blocks for impact problems.

5. The second objective of this study was to begin the develop-

ment of a new three-dimensional distinct element program. A data

structure was developed which was well-suited for the extension of the

"method to 3-D. A test-bed code was then produced to evaluate various

2
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aspects of the program such as the logic defining the characteristics

of the block, the detection of contacts and the sequence for processing

calculations. This effort has culminated in a workable but primitive

distinct element program for three-dimensional analysis.

6. This report contains a description of the improvements made

to UDEC and a discussion of the development of the three-dimensional

program. In addition, a revised user's manual for UDEC and a new

user's manual for the test-bed 3-D code are given as appendixes to this

report.

rV%
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PART II: IMPROVEMFNT AND EXTENSION OF UDEC

Work Items

7. In the original report several areas were identified which

required additional work to realize the full capacity of the two-dimen-

sional distinct element code. Specifically, these work items are:

a. complete edge-to-edge contact logic and install a simple
constitutive model for rock joints;

b. install fluid flow and fluid pressure generation logic;

c, iinprove logic for dealing with flying blocks, i.e., blocks
or groups of blocks not in contact with other blocks;

d. install an automatic mesh generator for fully-deformable
blocks;

e. design logic to treat the case of splitting through a cor-
ner and allow re-entrant splits (one line crosses a single
block twice);

f. install dynamic cracking including the redistribution of
forces, stresses and displacements on splitting, and
create the framework for user specified criteria for crack
development; and

_. install more general boundary conditions.

Modifications have been made to UDEC to complete these facilities. In

Appendix A a revised UDEC user's manual is given which contains a des-

cription of the improvements made to the code and a complete set of in-

put commands and program guide. Sample problems are also given which

demonstrate the improvements made to UDEC.

Data Structure

8. The program guide, given in Appendix A, contains the complete

contents of all the groups in the data structure. Figures I through 5,

- 4
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reproduced from the original report, show schematically the linkage of

these various groups and should assist the user in follewing through

the program guide. Figure 1 shows the "linked list" arrangement of the

main data arrays. Figures 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the conventions for

pointers and links in the block data, domain data and contact data

arrays , respectively, and Figure 5 shows the structural arrangement of re-

dundant memory groups. The program guide and the figures will assist

the user in making any code modifications.

I 5
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PART III: APPROACH TO THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELING

Introduction

9. This project is concerned mainly with the planning of a three-

dimensional code based on the distinct element method. It is particu-

larly important to design the data structure in a way that anticipates

how the data will be used during a typical simulation of the behavior

of a blocky assembly. Each physical quantity should be at hand when

needed, witnl the minimum overhead of searching, or redundant calcula-

t i Or'S.

10. Even though the objective of the project was to arrive at a

conceptual framework for future development, a working program, called

03, was written. The present deficiencies in D3 are In the areas of

contact detection and updating and block creation. However, some as-

pects of the program are well-developed: for example, the data struc-

ture; the physical equations of motion and force-displacement law; and

the determination of volumes and centroids for arbitrary blocks.

11. Throughout the program 03, functions or subroutines are used

to perform common vector operations. This simplifies the coding consid-

erably, at the expense of some increase in running time. All vector and

tensor equations in this report are expressed in component form, where

the subscripts i , j and k range from 1 to 3, and the Einstein summation

convention applies for repeated subscripts.

Block Characteristics

Geometry

12. A three-dimensional block is defined by dividing its surface

into triangular faces. Triangles are used Instead of arbitrary poly-

gons for the following two reasons.

11



a. A surface is determined uniquely by specifying three

points in space. If four or more are given, the nature

of the surface is undefined and ambiguous.

b. The data structure is simplified if exactly three vertices

are associated with each face; three memory locations

can be reserved in advance. Similarly, exactly three

pointers can be provided to locate the three adjoining

faces to a given face.

13. There is no loss of generality by adopting the requirement

that the surface of a polyhedron be subdivided into triangles. Any

arbitrary shape can be devised by using triangles as building blocks,

including blocks with concave regions. At present, ;n D3, the vertices

of each face must be given manually, but automatic surfice zoning should

be possible, using the zone generat;on logic of UDEC.

Volume

14. The calculation for block volume is based upon Gauss's diver-

gence theorem, given by:

2L ! fPnida (1)
)x. v a

where p is any scalar, vector or tensor variable

v is the enclosed volume, and

n. is the outward unit normal to an element of surface, da.

If p is defined as any vertex vector xi, equation (1) becomes:

)x -!Jxi ni da

)xi V d

or, solving for v using discrete areas,

v = xi n a (2)

3

where . is the summation over all surface elements.

12
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If area, a, is planar, xi n1 is constant over the area.

For a triangular area defined by the vectors z(a) and z b) (see Figure 6)

the area calculation is:

a 1 21 V k a 1

where a e z(a) z (b) is the permutation tensor) (3)
whr k eijk z )i ej

and the unit normal is
a.

I
ni 2-a (4)

Substituting equations (3) and (4) in equation (2) produces

e z(a)6 = Xk eijk i (5)

FIGURE 6: VECTORS DESCRIBING TRIANGULAR AREA a

The volume associated with each face, when defined by equation (5), rep-

resents the volume of a tetrahedron with a base of area, a, and apex

at the coordinate axes origin. The block volume is then found from the

sum of the tetrahedrons. To produce a positive tetrahedron volume the

vertices defining a triangular face must be ordered counterclockwise

when viewed from the axes origin.

13
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Centrold

15. The centroid of the block is calculated by recognizing that

the centroid and volume of each tetrahedron are related to the block

centroid by:

= (N)v(N) (6)

V

wherer. is the centroid vector for the block

r.N) is the centroid vector for the Nth tetrahedron
1

v is 'he block volume

v(N) is the volume of the Nth tetrahedron

The centroid of each tetrahedron is calculated directly from the three
vertex vectors (x x( and x()) that define a block face. The

centroid lies along the same vector as the average of these three

vectors. By simple integration techniques it can be shown that the mag-

l nitude of the centroid is 3/4 of the average vector, so that the tetra-

hedral centroid calculation becomes:

r(N) = (1) + x(2) + (3)r (7)

4

The block centroid is then found by using this equation in equation (6)

and summing over all tetrahedrons defining the block.

Radii of gyration

16. This calculation is incomplete in the present version of D3.

Only dynamic behavior is affected by the moments of inertia, which are

now taken to be equal, approximately, to:

A

14
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r m (8)

where F is the average distance from the centroid to vertices and m is the

block mass.

Physical Calculations

Equation of motion

17. For each block, the following equations are integrated twice

by central finite differences:

mui u •mui = F i (9)

1(i) 4. I I M (10)

where 'ui u1  components of acceleration and velocity

ei e i = components of angular acceleration and velocity

XFt = sum of forces acting on block
i!

I M. - sum of moments acting on block

m = mass of block

I(i) - moments of inertia about 1, 2, 3 axes.

CS r damping coefficient

Knowing the centrold motion and the current locations of vertices and

ceritroid, the velocities (and hence increments in displacement) of ver-

tices are calculated as follows:

u1p) z u (b) , ei 6(b) (x(p) x (b)

where (p) refers to a vertex

(b) refers to the centroid of the block

e ijk is the permutation tenso,-

15
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'*1

The moment acting at the centroid owing to a force F(P) acting at a

surface point p is given by:

M e (x(l) x(b)(p) (12)
"ijk"x k (12)

Contact forces

18. At each contact, the relative velocity of the two opposing

points is calculated using equation (11) for both points and subtracting:

~() .(B (A) (13)

where (A) and (B) denote the opposing points on blocks A and B.

The relative contact velocity 6(c) is resolved into normal and shear

partitions:

.(n) . *(c) n . (14)

S )(n)ni (15)
1 )n

where n. is the contact normal.

Normal and shear force increments are then calculated as follows:

(n)= (n) k(n) (16)is) k(S Fu A (16)

aF(s) (S) (s) at -ek ek• n n' (17)

where kn) = normal contact stiffness

k = shear contact stiffness

n = previous contact normal

n = current contact normal

16
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"The second term on the right hand side of (17) corrects the current

shear force for rotation of the contact normal during the previous time

step. The expression is approximate only, and assumes that cos(Ae),1.

The contact normal may rotate because:

a. the two blocks concerned have rotated about a common axis; or

b. the contact location on one or both blocks has changed;
- hence the contact normal may have changed.

Contact forces may now be updated:

F(n):= F(n) +AF(n) (18)

F(S) F(S) + JFS) (19)
1* j 1

If IF()) >c uFn) then

F(S) F(S) (c + F (20)

where c = cohesion

= friction coefficient

: means "replaced by"

Note that F(n) is stored in program D3 as a scalar, because the contact

normal is stored independently. However, F(9 is stored as a vector

with components referred to the global axes.

19. After calculation, the contact forces are applied immediately

to the two blocks comprising the contact (in a positive sense to block

B, and in a negative sense to block A). Equation (12) is used to com-

pute the moment to be added, where x(P) is the contact coordinate.

17
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V V

Contact Characteristics and Detection

Prescription for contact normals

20. The blocks in UDEC have rounded corners in order to elimin-

ate the singularities, force-jumps and "hang-ups" associated with sharp

corners. In three dimensions the same idea is almost unworkable, since

a single spherical cap cannot be fitted to a vertex because it will not

be tangent to all adjoining faces. Some kind of variable-radius curve

would have to be fitted to the vertex. It would have to be tangent not

only to adjoining faces, but also somehow merge smoothly with adjoining

edges, which would also be rounded. Although such a scheme may be feas-

ible in principle, its use would add a large computing overhead, partic-

ularly in the case of simply-deformable blocks, where the angles at ver-

tices are continuously changing.

21. A scheme has been devised that overcomes the problems with

sharp corners, and even resolves the ambiguities present in UDEC for

very large block overlays. A "prescription" or rule is proposed that

furnishes a unique direction of contact normal to be associated with

each point within a block. Because two blocks must overlap in order to

establish contact, the contact point must lie within both blocks. The

prescription is consulted to find the average contact normal for the

blocks' internal point. Certain conditions must be fulfilled by the

prescription:

a. At the surface of a block, the prescribed normals
must coincide with the real normals (with jumps at
vertices and edges).

b. There must be a smooth transition in normal direction
from point-to-point within the block.

c. The rate of change of normal direction with respect to
coordinate should reduce as the depth of penetration
increases.

In essence, the prescription provides a field of normal vectors for

every internal point as illustrated ir the figure below.

18



FIGURE 7: NORMAL VECTOR CONTOURS FOR 3-0 CONTACT DETECTION

22. Much of the effect of UDEC's corner rounding is provided by

the new scheme because there will be a smooth transition as a contact

point moves around a corner. Furthermore, there is no need to know

exactly which face is providing support close to a vertex; the known

normal determines the direction of sliding and the direction in which

the normal force increment is applied.

23. The following prescription for angles of contact normals is

only tentative. More experience with its use in D3 is necessary before

it can be accepted as being a reasonable analog of physical behavior.

a. Select the vertex nearest the contact point.

b. Determine the normal distance, diN), of the contact point

from each adjoining face, N.

c. Compute the a yerage normal face direction, weighted accor-
ding to 1/d(N). If the contact point lies exactly on one

face N (d(N) = 0),then the normal direction is that of
face N.

d. The required normal is the unit vector in the computed

direction.

The prescription fulfills the conditions previously set out, except that
there will be a slight change in normal angle for deep penetration when

the "nearest vertex" changes.

Types of contact

24. Although six types of contact can be identified physically,

only two are necessary for complete support between two blocks.

19
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Types of Physical Contact

face - face

face - edge

face - vertex n a

edge - edge necessary for support

edge - vertex

,ertex - vertex

Each of the six physical categories can be constructed fron one or more

combinations of face-vertex and edge-edge. These two latter categories

may be termed "logical contacts," which are recognized by the detection

process and in the formation of the data structure. The physical behav-

ior corresponding to the other categories can be du,;7icated by knowing

the appropriate areas and lengths of contacts, in the same way that UDEC

models the physical behavior of an eage-to-edge contact even though the

logical contacts are of the corner-to-edge form. 03 does not contain this

logic in its present state of development.

Contact detection

25. In any code that models interaction between arbit 3ry blocks

or particles it is necessary to avoid exhaustive searches for those par-

ticles that are touching because the computer time for such searches

increases as N2 , where N is the number of particles. Programs RBM and

SDEM used a "box" classification scheme. Cundall (1980) discusses this

scheme, and its limitations. UDEC uses a linked-list scheme whereby a

block's contact candidates are found by local search of its surrounding

domains. However, the two-dimensional data structure of UDEC has no

convenient three-dimensional analog, as discussed in the next section.

26. D3 uses a scheme for which the search time is proportional

to N, but which is less efficient than UDEC. D3 maintains links between

blocks that are near each other. A given block can then interrogate this

group of nearby blocks in order to detect potential contacts. The list

of nearby blocks is updated in the following way. During an "update",

20
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a block interrogates not only its local list of neighbors, but also

the lists of its neighbors. Blocks that are further than a certain

radius are not added to the list (or are deleted if they are on it al-

ready), and blocks within the radius are added. An "update" is only

performed on a block after it has moved by some threshold distance since

its previous update. In this way, updating of almost-stationary regions

is avoided.

Data Structure

27. This section describes the form and use of the data structure

in terms of the pointers and connecting links. The complete content

of each data array is set out in Appendix B. Program D3 is modeled close-

ly on UDEC as far as structure and operating logic are concerned.

General considerations

28. The program UDEC, which models two-dimensional block systems,

maintains a data structure with the same topological form as the physical

assembly. The notion of representing blocks by circulating lists that

simultaneously encompass the void spaces seems infeasible in three

dimensions. It is possible to have a stable assembly of three-dimension-

al blocks without having an associated collection of isolated void spaces,

or "domains"; in some three-dimensional assemblies it is possible to

journey from one portion of the void space to any other without needing

to pass between two blocks in contact. In two dimensions, the voids

can share the same linked lists that serve to describe blocks. (A void

is traced by following a counterclockwise route, while blocks are

delimited by the same 'ist, but traced in a clockwise direction.) This

convenient symmetry is not found in three dimensions.

29. Program D3 embodies, for three-dimensional systems, a data

structure that ensures rapid access to data as it is needed during the

calculation cycle, but the physical correspondence of UDEC's data structure

is missing. This carries a penalty of more time-consuming searches for

contacts and increased difficulty in representing fluid behavior in the
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void spaces. Figure 8 shows the global lists that link blocks and contacts.

Block structure

30. For individual blocks, the data structure describes the block

geometry and also permits the program to jump from one face to its neigh-

bors directly, and from a face to its bounding vertices directly. Figures 9

and 10 illustrate this scheme. Triangular faces, apart from their physical

advantages, noted earlier, lead to simplified data structures because

exactly three pointers suffice to link faces to neighbors and faces to

vertices. The connectivity of faces and vertices is specified completely

by the pointers provided in the data array for faces, illustrated in

Figure 10. A knowledge of face and vertex connectivity is necessary for

an efficient scheme to detect and update contacts around a block. The

data array for vertices contains only coordinate data, but each block

has access to a list of its own vertices so that coordinates can be

updated as the block moves. All coordinates are absolute, as components

are referred to the global axes.

Contacts and links between blocks

31. Global connectivity of the block system is represented by a

series of links between nearby blocks. When a block system is created

initially, these links are established by exhaustive search. However,

during operation, the program can determine potential contacts by inter-

rogating Just those blocks in its immediate neighborhood. In this way,

the computer time needed for searching increases linearly with the number

of blocks, N, and not as N2. The scheme, however, is not nearly as ef-

ficient as that of UDEC because many more potential contacts need to be

examined in D3 for each block.

32. Contacts come in three forms: one is a "degenerate" form,

and the other two correspond to 'real"contacts. A degenerate contact

is a simple link between nearby blocks. The memory taken by such a contact

is much less than that of a real contact, but the pointers have the

same locations as those in real contacts. This pernits both degenerate

and real contacts to be included in the same scan. A code number identi-
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TO OTHER BLOCKS

BLOCK ARRAY

TO OTHER CONTACTS

CONTACT ARRAY

FIGURE : GLOBAL BLOCK AND CONTACT LISTS
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SIMPLY - DEFORMAWLE
EXTENSION

* BLOCK ARRAY

TO OTHER FACES

ON THIS BLOCK

FACE ARRAY

TO OTHER VIERTICES
ON THIS BLOCK

VERTEX ARRAY

TO OTHER CONTACTS
ON THIS BLOCK

CONTACT ARRAY

FIGURE 9: LISTS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH BLOCK
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F:NEIGHBORING FACE

V: VERTEX

. . . .. . .MOST BLOCK

FIGURE 10: POINTERS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH FACE
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fies each type. Pointers and lists associated with each contact type

are illustrated in Figure 11. The two forms of real contact are:

vertex-to-face and edge-to-edge. These two categories are sufficient to

capture all types of physical contact, as explained previously.
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TO OTHER CONTACTS

ON BLOCK 2

BLOCK 1

BLOCK 2

NEAREST VERTEX NEAREST VERTEX

2nd VERTEX FOR 2nd VERTEX FOR
EDGE- EDE COTACTEDGE -EDGE CONTACT

EDGE EDGECONTAT ...

CONTACT

TO OTHER CONTACTS

ON BLCK ITO OTHER CONTACTS

ON BLOCK 2

BLOCK 1 . .. BLOCK 2

.4H

TO OTHER CONTACTS

ON BLOCK I

0 FIGURE 11: POINTERS AND LISTS ASSOCIATED WITH

EACH CONTACT
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PART IV: CONCLUSIONS

Program UDEC

33. The two-dimensional program UDEC has been considerably

enhanced: it can now be used to model a wide spectrum of problems rang-

Ing from continua to discontlnua; from static to dynamic; and with or

without pore fluid interaction. The utility of the canonical* data

structure has been confirmed by the comparative ease with which the new

features were installed.

Program 03

34. Considerable thought has been given to devising a good data

structure and physical idealisation for representing three-dimensional

block assemblies. The result is reported herein; much of the scheme

has also been embodied in the test-bed program D3. In fact D3 contains

a good deal more than that required by the contract: it includes the

full equations of motion for blocks and surfaces, equations for inter-

action of contacts, primitive logic for contact detection and updating,

and fixed/free boundary conditions.

35. It is possible to run very simple simulations with D3 as it

stands, but the program is still only a skeleton code. The following

developments are suggested, in order of priority.

a. Test thoroughly the prescription for contact normals,
and, if necessary, propose modifications.

b. Generalize logic for contact detection and updating, and
verify that it will work under extreme conditions.

c. Recognize, and treat correctly, all six categories of
contact; instaHl corresponding constitutive models.

d. Add simply-deformable logic.

*A "canonical" data structure is "a model of data which represents

the inherent structure of that data." Martin, J. (1977), Computer
Data-Base Organization, Prentice-Hall, Inc.
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e. Install comprehensive boundary conditions:

1. stress tensor

2. arbitrary velocity prescription

f. Allow blocks to split, dynamically and statically;
include point-to-point splitting law and Grlfflth's
law for simply-deformable blocks.

j. Perform validation and simulation tests.
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APPENDIX A: UNIVERSAL DISTINCT ELEMENT CODE (VERSION 1.2)
USER'S MANUAL

Introduction

1. This manual describes the latest improvements to the Univ-

ersal Distinct Element Code (UDEC) and supplements the original report

"UDEC - A Generalized Distinct Element Program for Modeling Jointed

Rock" written by Dr. P. A. uuidall, March 1980, for the U. S. Army

(European Research Office, and Defense Nuclear Agency under Contract

DAJA 37-79-C-0548.

2. The improvement, to UDEC were made in the follo ing general

areas:

a. joint logic

b. fluid flow

C. flying blocks

d. automatic mesh generator

e. general splitting logic

f. dynamic cracking of blocks

2. generalized boundary conditions

Descriptions of these improvements and their applications in UDEC are

given in the next section.

3. The modifications to UDEC have led to the development of

several types of constitutive models for the intact blocks and block

contacts. Intact block behavior may be defined by separate deformation

and fracture laws, while either point- or joint-contact constitutive models

may be chosen. The different constitutive behaviors are discussed below

and summarized in Table Al.

4. This manual also contains the revised user's input commands

for UDEC and an updated program guide. Input and output files are

presented for sample problems which illustrate the use of the improve-

ments to UDEC.
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Improvements to UDEC

Joint logic

5. UDEC recognizes edge-to-edge contacts between blocks as joints,

10 and refers to a constitutive model that works in terms of stresses

rather than forces. The joint logic is used for those blocks or joints

that are given constitutive number 2 or 5 by the user (see Table Al).

In addition, some or all of the following properties for joints should

be defined:

sn ..... normal stiffness (stress/displacement)3

ss ..... shear stiffness (stress/displacement)

cj .... cohesion (stress/displacement)

f. .... friction coefficient
J

Although the joint logic may be set for the whole block assembly, UDEC

will still refer to contact parameters under some circumstances;

therefore, these parameters should also be defined. A joint reverts

back to being a contact if it no longer consists of planar block faces

in opposition. The point-contact logic is also used if incremental

normal deformation using the joint parameters would be greater than that

using the contact parameters: i.e., if

.00-"' snjl. < sn

where l1 is the length of the joint and sn is the contact normal

stiffness.

Fluid flow

6. Flow may occur between domains if a differential pressure

exists between the domains. Two types of flow law are used, depending

on whether a contact or a joint separates the domains. For a contact

the flow-rate is

q Pdiffkc
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where pdiff is the pressure difference, and

kc is a permeability constant, defined for contacts, for a

particular material number.

For a joint the flow rule is:

q = Pdiffkja 3/l1

where k. is a permeability constant for joints,

1 is the joint length,

a. is the apparent aperture, defined as

aj = max(ares,a 0 - strn'/sn.)

where ares is the residual displacement (fully closed),

a 0 is the aperture for an open joint,

strn' is the effective normal stress, and

snj is the joint normal stiffness.

The constants k., ares and a are defined by the user for a particular

material number.

7. In one time-step, tdel, the adjustment to pressure, Pdel'

in a domain is as follows:

Pdel = Q(bulkw)(tdel)/Ad

where Q is the sum of flows into the domain,

bulkw is the bulk modulus of the fluid,

A d is the area of the domain.

For a domain corresponding to a joint,

Ad a ajlj

(a. and 1.1 defined previously). The quantities a. and 1. are only

defined for a joint. If constitutive numbers 2 or 5 are not set, the

domain corresponding to an edge-to-edge contact will be assumed to have

an area of Ad(min), which may be set by the user; othen.•ise it will

default a small fraction of average block areas. For regular domains,

Ad(min) is the limiting area for fluid calculations.
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8. A printout of fluid flow in all joints and contacts may be

requested by giving the PRINT FLOW command. Aperture and length are

also printed for joints.

9. The influence of a fluid pressure gradient is included in

UDEC for fully-saturated blocks subjected to gravity loading. This has

been accomplished by adding a buoyancy force term to the law of motion

for a block. The buoyancy force is defined by a fluid density parameter,

rhow, in the FLUID input conmnand.

Flying blocks

10. UDEC keeps track of "flying" blocks (i.e., blocks not in

contict with other blocks) by retaining one link to the main data

structure. This ensures that new contacts will be detected in the

domain containing the flying block. The single link is of the same

form as a regular contact, but it contributes no forces and is deleted

immediately after the block comes into contact with other blocks.

Groups of flying blocks are handled in an identical manner. The same

logic ensures that the group is linked to the global data structure by

one virtual contact. Blocks which are initially not in contact with

other blocks must be linked to the main data structure using the LINK

input command.

Automatic mesh generator

11. The automatic mesh generator is based upon that described

in the report "Computer Modeling of Jointed Rock Masses" written by

Dr. Cundall, et. al., (see Technical Report N-78-4 for the U. S. Army

Engineers Waterways Experiment Station, August, 1978).

12. Automatic mesh generation for a fully-deformable block is

accomplished in three stages. First, all corners of the boundary are

linked so that the block is discretized as a triangular finite-

difference mesh. Then, the triangles are split until all triangular

sides are smaller than a maximum edge length specified by the user.

Finally, all internal grid-points are adjusted until their coordinates

coincide with the average of the coordinates of the surrounding grid-

points. The generator appears to be sufficient for discretizing most
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blocks provided the aspect ratio (longest to shortest dimensions) of

the block is kept smaller than 2:1.

General splitting logic

13. The logic for splitting blocks has been overhauled so that

a split may occur at any orientation. Splits through corners are

allowed. If a given split-line passes too close to a corner, the line

is diverted so that the corner is split. The criterion of "closeness"

is based on the given rounding length; the line is diverted if a newly-

created corner would interfere with the existing corner (i.e., their

rounding arcs would overlap). After diverting a proposed split-line

through corners (if necessary) a check is made to see if the line would

coincide with an existing edge; if it would, the split is rejected for

that block.

14. Block splitting is accomplished via subroutine XYSPL(MAT,ICONS).

This routine only :-equires two coordinates ((x3,y3) and (x4,y4)) which

define the split line through the block and MAT and ICfN3 which assign

joint properties and constitutive behavior to the newly created joint.

Dynamic cracking of blocks

15. UDEC has been modified to allow dynamic cracking of rigid and

simply-deformable blocks. The decision to check for cracking is made by

introducing a tensile strength factor, tf, to the material property list.

If a block has a specified tensile strength factor, it is searched

once every cycle for conditions which would satisfy a user-supplied

cracking criterion. If this criterion is met, the block is split into

two. The joint created by splitting a block will take the material and

constitutive numbers of the block.

16. Two cracking criteria are presently available in the code.

A criterion based upon a relationship developed from "point-load" testing

has been assigned to constitutive numbers I and 2. The tensile strength

factor in this case is defined by:

tf = +fi f21

2d

where fl and f2 are two opposing contact forces applied to the block, and
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d is the distance between these forces. Splitting of the block occurs

if the maximum value of the contact force-distance relationship equals

or exceeds tf. Dynamic cracking is not permitted through corners or

too close to corners (d < 1/2 smallest block edge) for this cracking

criterion.

17. A criterion based on Griffith theory is assigned to constitu-

tive numbers 4 and 5. This criterion evaluates conditions for cracking

in terms of the internal stresses in SDEF blocks (tensile stresses are

assumed positive). The relationships for block splitting are defined by:

tf spl if 3spl + Sp2 > 0

and

2
(spl +sp2) if 3spl + sp2 < 0

where spl is the maximum principal stress in the SDEF block,

sp2 is the minimum principal stress in the SDEF block,

tf corresponds to the uniaxial tensile strength of the intact

material.

! When stress conditions exceed the tensile strength, the block is split

through its centroid in a direction parallel to sp2 and the block

stresses are set to zero.

18, It should be noted that these two cracking models do not

account for energy lost in the system when the fracture occurs. A ;lore

thorough approach should take into account the change *, :train energy

into kinetic energy at failure.

Generalized boundary conditions

19. Two types of boundary conditions can be used in UDEC. X and Y

directional loads can be added to block centroids using the LOAD command.

Domain pressure can be user-controlled using the PFIX and ?FREE commands.

Summary of constitutive models

20. Each constitutive number gives the user e different combina-

tion of constitutive behavior for the intact block and the contact

between blocks. •our combinations are presently defined (see table below).

Other combinations are left to the discretion of the user.
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Table Al

Constitutive Behavior Models

Intact Blck Contacts
Constitutive Deformatiun Cracking Deformato

Number Law Law Law

1 elastic-isotropic point-load point contact

2 elastic-isotropic point-load joint contact

3 elastic-isotropic Griffith point contact

4 elastic-isotropic Griffith joint contact

• A7
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Input Commands

Notes: Upper-case letters in a command or parameter must be typed; the

remaining letters are optional. Lower-case parameters stand

for numeric values. Integers must be given for parameters start-

ing with i, j, k, 1, m, n. Real numbers may be given as Integers,

but not vice versa.

Input is free-format: parameters may be separated by any number

of the following characters, in addition to spaces:

An END command is required at the end of the input file (after

the STOP command). The first command must be START or RESTART.

* = comment line

+ = continuation line

Block Material n Constitutive m xl yl x2 y2 ..

Create a rigid block of material number n and constitutive number

m. Defaults are n=1, m=1, if m, n are omitted. Corner coordinates

are: (xl,yl), (x2,y2) etc., in a clockwise direction. Continua-

tion lines may be used, but a pair of numbers defining a corner

must not be separated. Only one BLOCK command may be used per

run at present. Further blocks may be created with a SPLIT

command, and unwanted ones deleted with the DELETE command.

Any blocks may be changed to simply- or fully-deformable with

a CHANGE command.

CHange xl x2 yl y2 Sdef Material n Constitutive m

Fdef

All blocks with centroids lying within the range xl<x<x2 , yl<y<y2

are changed to simply- or fully-deformable (Sdef or Fdef respec-

tively). Material and constitutive numbers may also be changed.
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Cycle n

Do n time-steps (cycle 0 is permitted as a check on data).

DAmping fcrit freq Mass

Stiffness

Internal

Viscous damping is applied in the form of Rayleigh damping.

fcrit is the fraction of critical damping and freq is the center

frequency. If a qualifier is not given as the third parameter,

full damping is used. The word "Mass" eliminates the stiffness-

proportional dashpots. The word "Internal" causes the specific

damping to be applied to the 3 internal degrees of freedom of

simply-deformable blocks.

DElete xl x2 yl y2

All blocks are deleted in the range xl<x<x2 , yl<y<y2

Dump n m

Dump memory to printer from the main array from address n to

address m. Internal pointers MFREE, JUNK IBPNT, ICPNT and IDPNT

are also printed. MFREE gives the highest memory location that

is currently free.

End

Last input command.

Fix xl x2 yl y2

All blocks are fixed in the range xl<x<x2 , yl<y<y2.

FRAction f

f is taken as the fraction of critical time-step to be used.

FLuid rhow bulkw

Fluid properties are specified for an effective stress analysis.

These are the density, rhow, and the bulk modulus, bulkw.

FRee xl x2 yl y2

All blocks are set free in the range xl<x<x2 , yl<y<y2.

i Note: By default all blocks are free initially.

Generate xl x2 yl y2 Manual Gridpoints (glist) Zones (zlist)

Automatic (amaxl)
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All blocks encountered in the range xl<x<x2 , yl<y<y2 are

discretized as fully-deformable. For automatic generation the

parameter (amaxl) nmust be given to define the maximum edge

length of the triangular zones. For manual generation a list

of grid-points, (glist), and zones, (zlist) must be given.

The format for (glist) is:

xl yl x2 y2 x3 y3 ......

where each x,y pair is a coordinate of a grid-point. The format

for (zlist) is:

11 ml n1 12 m2 n2 .....

Each triple corresponds to the three grid-points that define

the zone, where the numbering of the grid-points refers to the

order in (glist), starting with the last point (i.e., the last

grid-point is number 1). The grid-points should be given in

clockwise order around the zone. Both (glist) and (zlist) may

extend over an arbitrary number of continuation lines, but

doubles and triples should not be split over two lines. If a

given coordinate lies within a certain tolerance of a block

corner, the grid-point is placed on that corner. The tolerance

is taken as 0.9 times the rounding length. Grid-point coordinates

can be defined to coincide with block corners but should not be

defined to lie along block edges, for manual generation.

Gravity gx gy

Gravitational accelerations are set for the x- and y- directions.

Link xl yl x2 y2

Links a flying block to the main data structure. (xl,yl) are

the coordinates of any point inside the flying block and (x2,y2)

are the coordinates of any point inside the block which will

provide the link to the flying block. This block should be the

one which is topologically closest to the flying block.

(xl,yl% and (x2,y2) should be chosen close to the blocks'

centroid locations to ensure correct linkage.

"Load xl x2 yl y2 xload yload

All blocks with centroids lying within the range xl<x~x2 , yl<y<y2
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are prescribed static loads applied at the block centroid.

PFix Ia p

The pressure is controlled in the domain with address ia. The

real constant value for pressure, p, is inserted in the pore

pressure offset of the domain list.

PFRee ia

The pressure is not controlled in the domain with address ia.
PLot Nofix Zones NC Vel

If no parameter follows the PLot command, all blocks and

centroids are plotted. If "Nofix" is used, no fixed blocks are

plotted. The keyword "Zones" is used to plot the zones in fully-

deformable blocks. The wor-d "NC" deletes corner rounding on all

blocks and "Vel" plots block velocity vectors at block centroids.

Print Blocks Contacts CORners Domains List DList Flows

Data are printed on blocks, contacts, corners, domains and linked

lists for blocks and domains. Fluid flows in joints and contacts

are printed with the FLOWS keyword.

PROperty Material n keyword value

n

The first parameter must be the specification of the material

number. Material properties are defined for material number n.

Property keywords are:

Bulk(or K) bulk modulus

G shear modulus

Density density

KN contact normal stiffness

KS contact shear stiffness

Cohesion contact cohesion

Friction contact friction coefficient

JAN joint normal stiffness

JKS joint shear stiffness

JCoh joint cohesion

JFric joint friction coefficient

Tf tensile strength factor

JPerm joint permeability constant

All
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CPerm contact permeability constant

AZero aperture for zero normal stress

ARes residual aperture at high stress

(Units of joint normal and shear stiffness and joint cohesion

are stress/displacement.)

Restart

.. The program is restarted using data from the restart file.

RSet v ia loff

The real value v is inserted in the main array at address ia,

with offset ioff.

ROund d

Each block corner is rounded with a circle that is tangential to

the two corresponding edges at a distance d from the corner.

SAve

The current problem state is saved on the restart file.

* SPlit xl yl x2 y2 Material n Constitutive m

".-•) All blocks in the path of a line extending from point (xl,yl)

to (x2,y2) are split into two. The joint created by the split

is assigned a joint material number n and a joint constitutive

number m. If MAT or CONS are omitted, the joint or contact

will take the material and constitutive numbers of one of the

adjoining blocks (however no number will be printed when the

PRINT CONTACTS command is given.)

STArt

"The program does a cold start.

Stop

The run stops.

View ixi ix2 iyl iy2

The integer ranges Wi to ix2 and lyl to iy2 define the viewport

region on the plotting device within which the plot will be made.

Defaults are ixl=O, ix2=2000, iyl=O, iy2sl400.

Window xl x 2 yl y2

The coordinate ranges xl to x2 and yl to y2 define in real problem

units the region of the model to be plotted. Defaults are

xl=O, x2=10, y1=O, y2=7.
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Program Guide

Parameters and Data Group

Offsets for block data array

Notes The first integer in each block array
----. (offset 0) is the block type number# as follows:

I rigid block
2 simply-deformable block
3 fully-deformable block

KB Pointer to next block in block list.

KP Pointer to one corner in block's corner list.
KMAT Material number.
KCONS Constitutive number.
KBCOD Code number:

0 free block
1 fixed block

KX x coordinate of centroid.
KY y coordinate of centroid.

KXD x velocity.
KYD y velocity.
KTD Angular velocity (counterclockwise positive).
KAREA Block area.
KBM Block mass.
KBI Moment of inertia.
KBFX x centroid force-sum#
KBFY y centroid force-sum.
KBFT Centroid moment sum.
KXL x load applied to block centroid.
KYL y load applied to block centroido
KBEX Extension pointer (to SDEF or FDEF data)

Offsets for corner data array

Notes The first integer (offset 0) contains

the value MCOR to denote a corner.

KL Pointer to next corner or contact on
block, in clockwise direction.

KR Pointer to next corner in counterclockwise

direction.
KNB Pointer to host block.
KXP x coordinate of corner,

KYP y coordinate of corner.
KXCP x coordinate of local circle center,
KYCP y coordinate of local circle center.

KRAD Radius of local circle.
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KXDP x velocity of corner,
KYDP y velocity of corner.
KGP Pointer to corresponding grid-point if block

is fully-deformable.

Offsets for contact data array

Note: The first integer (offset 0) contains
---- the value MCON to denote a contact.

KC Pointer to next contact in contact list.

KBI Address of first block involved in contact.
KB2 Address of second block involved in contact.

KL1 Pointer to next item in clo',Kwise list

of block corresponding to KBI.

KL2 Same as KLI, but for block KB2.
KDI Address of domain to left of contact,

going from block KBI to KB2.
KD2 Address of domain to right of contact,

going from block KB2 to KBI.
KCM Material type number.
KCC Constitutive number.

KXC x contact coordinate.
KYC y contact coordinate.
KXDC Relative x velocity (of block KB2 relative

to block KBI).
KYDC Relative y velocity.

KCS Relative shear disDlacement.
KCN Relative normal d'splacemenz.
KCFS Shear force.
KCFN Normal force (compression positive).

KCCOD Code number:
I corner/corner contact
2 corner/edge contact (KBIt.,corner,

KB2...edge)
3 edge/corner contact (KB1...edge,

KB2...*corner)
KCAP Mean aperture for joint

KCQ Flow-rate in joint or contact

KCL Length associated with joint

Offsets for domain data array

Notet The first integer (offset 0) contains
----. the value MDOM to denote a domain.

KD Pointer to next domain in domain list.
KDAR Domain area.

KPP Pore-pressure for domain.
KUMAX Fictitious domain displacement.

KDLOOP Pointer to one contact in counterclockwise
list around domain.

KDCOD Code number:
0 domain pressure not controlled
1 domain pressure controlled
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Simply-deformable extension array

KEDI1
KED12 ) Strain-rate
KED21 ) tensor
"KED22

KSII )
KSII2 ) Internal stress
KSI21 ) tensor
KSI22

KSAII ) Applied stress

KSA12 ) tensor (multiplied
KSA21 ) by block area)
YSA22

Offsets for grid-point data

SKO Pointer to next grid-point in grid-point list.
KCOR Pointer to corresponding block corner.
KXG x coordinate.
KYG y coordinate.
KXDC x velocity.
KYDC y velocity.
KCFX x force-sum.
KGFY y force-sum.
KGPM grid-point mass.

Offsets for zone data

"KZ Pointer to next zone in zone list.
KZG Start of triple pointer to 3 surrounding

grid-points.
KZSI1
KZS12 ) Stress tensor
KZS22
KZM Zone mass
KZLL Pointer to neighboring zone for

mixed-discretization calculation.

Logical unit numbers

LUNIF Unit number For Input Fil-,
LUNOF Unit number for output file.

LUNG Unit number for general 1/O (e.g. restart),
LUNP Unit number for plotted output#
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Number of words in data arrays

NVCR Corner

NVBL Block

NVCN Contact

NVDO Domain
NVSD Simply-deformable extension

NVZO Zone

NVGP Grid-point

Array limits

MTOP Size of main array (WA).

NMAT Maximum number of materials.

NCONS Maximum constitutive numbers.

NTi'P Numoer of block types (rigid, SDEF, etc,)

Heed codes (contents of first integer in data groups)

MRII = I Rigid block

MSDEF = 2 Simply-deformable block
MFDEF .3 Fully-deformable block

MCOR Corner

MCON Contact
MDOM Domain

Main Common Block Variables

LINE(80) Buffer for current input line in Al format,
LINEI(SO) Buffer for next input line.
LPNT(I) Pointer to start of parameter I in LINE( )

after removal of blanks, etc.
RAFLAC

PPFLAG -TRUE. if pore-pressure calculation requested,
ERFLAC .TRUE, if an error has occured,
STFLAG .TRUE. if the first input line has been processed.

DCFLAC .TRUE. if the domain pressure is controlled.
COFLAG *TRUE. if the current line is a continuation.
NCFLAG .TRUE. if the next line is a continuation.

CRFLAC -TRUE. if block splitting calculation is requested.
JMPSAV Index of last computed COTO in MON,

NERR Error number.

JUNK Pointer to list of spare memory groups.

MFREE First unused memory address.
IBLOCK Current block number.
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IDOM Current domain number.
ISTACK Stack pointer.

NCYC Currently requested number of cycles.

NCTOT Total number of cycles.

TDEL Time-step.

FRAC Requested fraction of critical time-step.

IROUTE Routing number, used in main routine,

NLINE Output line count.

NPAGE Output page count.

JMPGEN Routing number for continuation line in CEN.

ALPHA Mass damping coefficient.

BETA Stiffness damping coefficient,

CONI Damping factor (1.0-ALPHA*TDEL/2.0)

CON2 Damping factor (l,0/(1,0+ALPHA*TDEL/2.0))

BDT BETA/TDEL

ALPB Internal mass dampirg coefficient for

simply-deformable biocks.

CIB Damping factor (1.O-ALPB*TDELi2.0)

C2B Damping factor (1,O/(1.0+ALPB*TDEL/2.0))

DEGRAD PI/180

PI 3.14159
DAMIN Minimum domain area allowed.

ATOL Distance between particles at which a contact

is first formed.

BTOL Distance between particles at which a contact

is broken.

CTOL Maximum (negative) overlap allowed

when Forming contacts.

DTOL Rounding length.

DTOL2 DTOL/2.0 (maximum contact overlap)

ETOL Limit on maximum domain displacement

to trigger contact update.

FTOL Total area of blocks for. setting

plotting scale factor.

CTOL

HTOL

IBPNT Pointer to list of blocks,

ICPNT Pointer to list of contacts.

IDPNT Pointer to list of domains.

IODPNT Pointer to outer domain.

AKN(I) Normal contact stiffness, material I.

AKS(I) Shear contact stiffness, material I,

AMU(I) Contact friction coefficient, material I.

COH(1) Contact cohesion, material I.

AKNJ(I) Joint normal stiffness, material I.

AKSJ(I) Joint shear stiffness, material 1.

AMUJ(I) Joint friiction coefficient, material 1.

COHJ(I) Joint cohesion, material 1.

PERMJ(I) Joint permeability constant, material I.

PERMC(I) Contact permeability constant, material 1,

AZERO(I) Initial aperturet material I.

ARES(I) Residual aperture, material I.
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DAMIN Minimum doanarea fr~f fluid calculations.
DENS(I) Density# material 1,
BULX(I) Bulk modulus, material 1.
SHEARCI) Shear modulus, material 1.
TFAC(1) Tensile strength factor, material 1.
ALAM141) Lame constant, material Is

ALAM2(1) Lame constant, material 1.
CRAVX x component of gravitational acceleration.
GRAVY y component of gravitational acceleration.
RI4OW Fluid density.
BULKW Fluid bulk modulus.

1Ii Plotter viewport coordinate,
IX2 Plotter viewPort coordinate.
IYI Plotter viewport coordinate.
I'(2 Plotter viewport coordinate.
RXI Problem window coordinate.
RX2 Problem window coordinate.

RY1 Problem window coordinate.

Pf2 Problem window coordinate.

IA( )Main array.

tMain Subroutine Calling Map

UDEC
-SETUP
- MON
-HALT
-PRINT
- CREATE

-SPLIT
-APLOT
- INI

-CYCLE -PSA

- BLKSCN

-PPCEN
- PPD IS
- CONSC N
-CRKSCN

1.- - DOMSCN

-CEN
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Sample Problems

The following four sample problems illustrate the improvements

made to UDEC.

No. 1 Single point-load cracking

No. 2 Pressurized cavity

No. 3 Complex block deformation

No. 4 Projectile breaking beam

The printed output for each problem should be used to provide a check that the
program is performing correctly.

A19
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Sample Problem No. 1

A single crack is induced by two opposing point contacts. Cracked
block then falls and comes to rest on base.

''--

fI

FI

a. Initial State

b. After 600 Cycles

Figure Al. UDEC Sample Problem No. 1
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START
FOP '.Ta1 O64'20•) OI•f,1 KS-E6 F:2 T-;.•,N4

aw 0 -10
DAMP .1 15 MPASS)
PIKC 0.,1

SlOCII (0,0) (0,30k (40,30) (4p,0)
SPLIT -1,io 41,10
f-e'%LT -1,2 41p20

SPLIT -1,5 41,5
SPLIT 25,2.5 25,12.5
DE1.£1E 6,40 5,10
SPLIT 30,15 30,40
DMM ~30,4o 2(.30

FIX C,41 0,3
,'LOT
CYCbo

KIIT DILMS CN?•CTS
PLOT
STOP
EDI

PROBLEM NO. 1 INPUT FILE
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)STARIT
......................... .. .. .......ooo o o . ...o o o o.o.. oo.. . ooo.

PRIW LDM,: LH1VU& DISTINCT UEIMI MOEO W~ICHI. 1..S....+............... ..................o.o.o o..... ....... . o.. .

THIS IS A SrArRU
)M T'I Wi 2SsZ0 310iU 13sU Fs2 T,2.534
)WI0 -10
)DWP .1 15• WS)

'If1Tw -•WIW C 1- W SUt 10 w

)IU= (0,0) (0,30) (40,30) (40,0)
)SPUT -1,10 41,10

)SPLIT -1,"0 41,20
* ~)SWI -1,5 41,5

MSPIT 25i2.5 25+;12.5

)DI 25,40 5,10

)SPUIT 30,15 3D,40
)iamk' 30,4o 20,m

)WIND 0 so 0 so

)IXl 0,40 0,5

)PLOT

* )CYc oOO
INITIAL TIRESTE 1,000Z-02

ONU WT CYCLE COL, s 600

)PRINTK9 11E15NTAT33

MM DATA

Km.E PAT cm4' CBM•ID COO01•5, IMss PMI M~.J, XTtlM"A quEi,•Im XYW•PA FR
15 1 1 3.446£901 1.1401.01 2.5961.05 4.051.06 -1.213-04 -2.78•n-04 .M4E-05 -4.002102 2.5?•71,6 2.444E03

(RIGID)

1 1 1 1.50, .01 2.4731•01 6.000£415 5.000.+07 2.992M-05 5.59N-05 5.403-07 7.766402 ,.0011.06 1.216E.04
(RIGID)

433 1 1 1.2501.01 7.401#00 2.5M04.05 1.35407 4.03K-05 -1.34U1-04 6.7091-07 -4.Y7.02 "O.U.0Q,6 2,752E.03

(RIGID)

314 1 1 2.000,.01 2.5009.00 4.0001.05 5.417E.07 0.0.00 0.000.0 0.0001,00 8 I.78E,01 -1.60•.*.07 4.5451.7

MUIGD)
76 1 1 1.355E• 0 1.50011 5.3911.05 3.777E.07 3.3171-06 -1.002-05 3.71W,-06 4.00014O 5.38,+06 -7.680#02

(RIGID)

C)'r"T DATA

rA(T' PAT cm X,Y malfgS. Paria I.,PU

285 0 0 3.U181.1 4.99542 0 1.M6.0 6 -3.1~91.5 -9.6041-03 3.17l1-03
166 0 0 2..4d1.1 1.9681"1 3.06114.6 -4.290.05 -1.753X-01 4.2909-0'
619 0 0 2.417.1 9.75ff.00 7.1901W -2.9481",0 -6.90-03 1.12d.-02

552 0 0 2.4011001 9.170W.0 6.7151406 -1.016 .5 -1.1741-02 1.8I.7I-W

312 0 0 2.4761t1 1.01t t 0.001.00 0.000w.00 1.5061-ot 0.o0
56 0 0 2,450•.1 4.950".0 S.4MI66,.6 1.57.Oa -6.461R-02 -1.5n1-03
404 0 0 5.O0-01 4.96"940 6.11514.6 1.5601.05 -6.111-02 -1.560-03
263 0 0 5.4321-01 2.981.01 2.391.06 3.7401.05 -2,913-02 -3.7401-03

144 0 0 5.0421-01 9.9161.00 4.6761.06 1.621£.0 -4.6241-02 -1,6211-03
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Sample Problem No. 2

Upper block is forced into a cavity by an applied load. Pressure
is thereby induced in the cavity, driving the righthand block outwards.
The pressure also induces flows in the surrounding Joints, and hence
pressire-drops in the enclosed volumes between blocks. The outer domain
is held to a fixed pressure of zero.

a. After 3,000 Cycles

Figure A2. UDEC Sample Problem No. 21
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~PR NM~ DD4SsxM K:i.OEB G:1,OES KN4.1.M0 KS:1,EOS FsO.5

PRC HATxL CP~tlEc
FLUID 0.0 1.0V
o .5 16. NISS

FPA 0,10
K O.~ ,0#9. 30. 40. ,30. 40. ^o

RM 0.2
SPLIT -1.0. 41.,10. MT:1 CG-1
SPLIT . 15.,31. MAT'I CCI:l

SPLIT 2.,9. 25.,31. MATtI COI,:1
SPLIT !0,220 4!,20 MAy21, :ONS-1
DE•2T LS.,:s. !0.,20.
FIX 0. ,40... 40.

FIX 0.,15. 0.,30.
FIX 25.,40. 20.,30.
P'IX 6.9 4.0

LGAD 15. ,25. 20.,30 0.0 -i.oE6
WIND 0 50 0 40

CYCLE 3000
RITFionmS, tvINs, DLOK;
PLOT

sT,

PROBLEM NO. 2 INPUT FILE
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)STklf

PROGRAM Ub~t UNIV5MSA DISTINCT aaMMT COlS MOML0 1.2)

THIS IS A sT R

WVOW MI S.2M00 .I-.OE8 CI.OFA8 aI.js ISxI.EO& FaO.5
)PW•W MNil Cwt, .
)RIAUM 0.0 1A.
M)I .5 16. I5

STI'hES-OPI1n TUI SET To 2

)KM o.tfo. o~t. 4.0M. 40.to.
)V 0.12
) IT -I.lt0. 41.10. rAT,- 40 81.t

M 215.,9. . .T~ t MN.I

)WUT 10,20 41,20 IrTal, CONia1
)DELETE 15.125. 0.20.

)FIX 0.F15. 0.1.0.
)FIX 3S.ý40. 20.M40

)PFIX 69 0.0

)LOAD 151.. 20.,30 0.0 -i.OE6
)MND 0 so 0 40
)CYCLE 3000
INITIAL TE.STV z 8.944E-03
DMD CYCLE CMU - 3000
)PRINT RDA6, DOMlIS MOCM

FLOW AO0 NTACS (R JOINTS ...

C0NACT X Y FLOW IDCH L i3oR Doim w
883 1.500.0Ol 1.915W3.0 2.944E-05 0.0006.00 0.000E+00 522 905
706 2.500A.01 2.020E.01 2.944E-05 0.000.00 0.000.0 522 728
646 3.900,#01 2.0006.01 -2.9211-05 0,0009.00 0.000&.00 69 670
626 2.625L0 2.0006.I 2.944E-05 0.0001.00 0.0006.00 522 670
500 2.625#01 1.000.01 -2.944E-05 0.0006.00 0.0006.0 18 5I22
449 2.5006,0 2.873.1 -2.921E-05 0.000.E00 0.0.00 0 69 728
350 1.480,.01 1.000M.01 2o9449-05 0.0009,00 0.00040 522 372

215 1.5006.01 2.87,L1U -2.921E-05 0.000+00 0.0006.00 69 905
166 3,9806• 1,0006. -2.921-05 0.0000 0,00060 69 188
144 2.000"01 1.00W060-2.9213-05 p.0009+00 0.0006.00 69 372

* DWAI1N DAT

DOWAN Pon POORII YUA1 MAXIU DiaP1.~eff
905 2.9=2.4N 4.001-01 8.5129-04
728 2.92,04 4.,M06-01 5.951E-03

670 2.9 #.04 4.8006-O 3.450E-04
522 5W404 9.991.1 1.1961-02
372 2,92204 4.8M-01 0.000&00
I 2.92V,#04 4.860E-01 3.4509-04
69 0.000600 4.00E-01 •.1601-02

(OUL2
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KR M t COf cow TDMD COM. Pit FIX. M. X,T,ThIA vnICTI X,Y,M1A iw
536 1 1 3M.40.1 2.500o.01 3.0001.05 9 -1259#06 0.0001.00 0.0001O .00 E~ 0.0 6.0 .50e1uJ -3.Zr41.3 iJSU.03

361 1 1 3,-33.d I.3001.1 3.00060 S.IZI.6 3.Wl-02 -2.311149-7.6-1-111 -2.214-a -5.43n042
MOIGD)

1I5 I I 7.500.(. 2.000E.01 6.0001.05 3.1~2ft07 0.0001.0 0.0006.0 0.0006.00 -3.7191.4 -1.8513.4 -1.701.05
(RIGID)

76 1 1 2.000".1 2.395E.01 2.00N.A 3.rn1.0 3.21M1-05 -3.9451-02 7.SM9-06 3.0451.04 2.1851.04 1.3122.05
(RIGID)

I I I 2.0006.01 5.0001.00 8.0001.05 1.i331.06 0.0001[00 0.0006.00 0.0002.00 MUM6-0 -1 "47-1 1f0C0
(RIGID)
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Sample Problem No. 3

A small heavy block sits on a large block that has low moduli
and is fully deformable. After 1000 time-steps the plot shows the
complex deformation pattern that develops, and the printout gives the
internal stresses.

5-.

a. After 1,000 cycles

Figure A3. UDEC Sample Problem No. 3
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START

KR1P MAT- 'l 20O0 W N'1MO KS.IS FRIC,.l C'iE6 BJLKz2E
PR MT2 D,10000 WH1O ISsIFA FRICz(1 Gz'1E KjAA

MMOCI 2,2 2,8 6,8 6,2
SPLIT 0,7 7,7
SPLIT 4.5 6 4.5 9
DM.ME 2 5 7 8
SPLIT 5.5 6 5.5 9
DELETE 5.5 6 7 $
SLIT 0.3 8,B
".*;E 4.5 5.5 7 6 MAr,:
'*jE A 3 7 FDEF
uEN 2 3 " *kjTO:j..
F 2 3

0 10

U.,tCLE 1000
wiD 0 6 0 iO
PLOT

F;.b4T PLOCKS

PROBLEM NO. 3 INPUT FILE
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PQO0lV IJDC~ NIMIVAL DISTDCT MDeW ME0 (NSION 1.2)

THIS IS A START RLIN
)MV F~AN 0*2000 K*'11 lS'118 FklCs.l Cs166 Ntla2I6

)PO MT.? Ot10000 131.11 ISI18 PRIC@.! GallS OtU#.11
)M 0.2

)DLCE 2,2 2A,8,6, 6,2

)SPLIT 4.5 6 4.5 9
)D.ET1 2 5 786
)SPLIT 5.5 6 5.5 9
)DM.15l.5 4 781
)SPLIT 0,3 8,3

)OWCE 4.5 5.3 7 FAN
)OWE2 6 3 7 FMU
)CEN 2 6 3 7 MTs 1. 1

)FIX?26 23

S~lFm~,tIm TEAR SET TO ZERO
.CiCLZ 1000
INITIAL TIMM, -- 1.769E-03
QgMD4T CYCLE COW~ z1000
)WIND 0 0 10
)PLOT
)PRINT bwcs

DSLOC DATA

PLO'CI PAT Cw~ CV41 OOR00DS. 4ASS FOL. AM9. XT,ThEA VELOCITIES XT,1MIA vtva
195 1 1 4.0001.00 2.S5E00EW 3$,M0103 1.1331404 0.000W.0 0.06.OO04 0.0006.00 1,aU626 4 -J.fl21.05 -2.1021.05

(RIID)

76 2 1 5.377E.00 7.3741.40 1.0001.04 1.66W.3 1.1571-01 A..301-02 1.0I1U-01 *3#316E403 3,307.04 -1.1561.04

I 4.0001.0 5.0001.00 3.200E.04 8.533E.04 0.0006.00 0.0001.00 0.0006.00 0.00.0O 0.0006.00 0.0001.00

ZGC GRID-POINTS SIGM-11 52CM-i? SIG'A-22 P"
1120 483 705 576 9.2611.03 2.7361.03 4.337E03 5.00W0102
1129 429 576 705 1.2916.04 1.3641.03 -4.0106.0 5.00060
1136 483 642 705 2.3071.03 4.8111.03 -8.1841.03 5.0001.02
1147 40 705 64? 5.9316.3 5.457103 -1.6611.04 5.0=4102

555 447 750 576 1.7,31M& 3.9541.02 -4.475t.04 5.00060

1165 447 615 750 1.504#.04 1.1971.03 -3.91.7.44 5.000602
1174 483 750 615 -7.93514M 4.1961" -2.6M7104 5.0006.02
723 429 771 576 1.4591.04 -7.902.03 -2.7%".0 5-00"20.

1183 525 576 M7 2.0481.4 -3.6291.3 -3,453.04 5.0006.02
11" 429 8M3 771 1.0969.04 -1. 4"94.4 -2.9861. 5.0001.02I

1201 525 771 43 1.78".0-1.070.0 -6.20"60 5.0001.02
732 525 828 576 6.3M91.3 -4.406#03 -6.4511.04 5.0006.02

1210 U47 576 82A 2.15R4.03 -2.497E#03 -5.05.0W 5.0006.0
1211? 525 651 828 1.0841.04 -3,7221.03 -7.1591.04 5.0001.02
1228 447 828 651 4.0f1*03 -1. 724E.03 -5.8051.04 5.0001.02VO
741 44.3 897 W4 7.7739+03 1.1346.03 -5.5311.03 5.00OC*02
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z.. maPJ-POINffS SI•r-11 SIGPA-12 SIGM-22 P

1237 411 642 897 1,7380 1,4"9#02 7.7101.3 5.000M402
1246 483 495 897 1,EM4 3.22.03 -3,302E402 5.000,+02

1253 411 897 495 6.214+.03 2.237E303 1.292•.4 5.D000,02
606 456 807 615 4.303E.43 -1.475E+03 -1.838E.04 5.0008.02

1264 483 615 807 1.9VTE04 2.057E.03 -1.56Z.04 5.0001#02
1273 456 495 807 -9.7846603 2.280E.03 -2.066E.04 5.000E.02
1282 483 007 495 5.391E303 5.00803 -1.7799+04 5.000E.02
780 447 624 615 1.545E.04 9,187303 -3,9"M 04 5.0003.02

1291 546 615 624 2.0659.04 1.057E.04 -3.726E.04 5.0006.02
1300 447 669 624 4.399.03 1.7706+4-6.9409.04 5.000+02
1309 546 624 669 9.3418.3 1.9M93.04-6.7659+04 5.OOX+2
700 544 69. 614 LUZON 1.701+03-46.4004 5,000.02

1318 456 615 945 -1,2?E0W 8.3M+'W )-3.N7Eo•04 5.OOOE+02

1327 546 696 945 4.72M 7.464E303 -2.8503.04 5.000302
1336 456 945 696 -9.323E.03 9.582E.03 -2.263&.04 5.000E.02

798 402 924 633 5.766•+03 6,847E+03 -4.483E+04 5.0001.02
1345 525 633 924 1,291E.04 2,786603 -4.587E.04 5.0006.02
1354 402 438 924 5.751E03 5.,49E#03 -4.074E+04 5,000E+02
1363 53 924 438 1.300.E04 1.5273,03 -6.152E.04 3.0I •.O 02

837 465 858 438 8.199E.03 -1.807E+03 -7.794E+04 5.000.E02
1372 53 436 858 1.103E#04 -4.621E.03 -6.726E+04 5.000E+02
1381 465 651 85 1.242E+04 -1,628E.03 -8.098E+04 5.0003.02
1390 53 858 651 1.574E1.4 -4,408E+03 -6.978$E04 5,000E.02

867 465 8 651 1.3573.04 34667E+03 -7.963E.04 5.000.E02
1399 585 651 A8 7.304EA.3 2,105"E03 -8.098E+04 5.0006.02
1408 465 687 8M 8.461E403 1.233E.04 -1.172E+05 5.000E+02
1417 585 88 687 1.6066.3 1.077E304 -1.1921+05 5.006+02
906 585 1031 651 -2.166E.04 1.078E+04 -9.2&8E+04 5.0001+02

1426 447 651 1031 1.12•E.03 3.585E.02 -6.662E.04 50001.E02
1435 M5 669 1031 -3.656E.03 1.518E.04 -8.915E,)4 _.000E.02
1444 447 1031 60 1.904E.04 4,754E303 -6.289E.04 5,000E+02
915 546 963 696 5.523.03 5.752E303 -2.631E.04 5.00002

1453 420 696 963 -1.074E.04 2,403E303 -2.694.404 5.000.)02
1462 546 714 963 1.566E+04 8.63903 -5,301E.04 5.0003.02
1471 420 963 714 -1,453E.02 5,490E103 -5.326E+04 5.0006W
660 474 "1 669 2,066E.03 1.157E.04 -7.534E+04 5,000[.02

1480 546 669 "81 9,050FA3 8.270E+03 -6,746E+04 5,000[÷O2

1489 474 714 "1 -1.342E.03 1.317E+04 -6.5781.04 5.000,E02
1498 546 981 714 6,482E+03 9.865E+03-5.705E+041 5,OOOF.02

954 58 676 669 -3,874EA3 1,720E+033-8,871F,04 5,0D0[02

1507 474 669 678 5.960E#03 6,966E+03 -7.351E+04 5.0001.02
1516 55 516 678 -1.7623.•03 6.091E.03 -1.120E.05 5.000E+02
153 474 678 516 7.5"M303 1.133=404 -9.7160.04 5.000+02
972 393 1070 687 1.1013.04 1,112.04 -1.291E+05 5,0001.02

1534 M5 6V7 1070 7,50t03 6.596W.03 -1.0423+05 5.000E+02
1543 393 516 1070 -4,683.E03 5,536E303 -1.398E+05 5.0001.02
1532 5 1070 516 -7,650E.03 ,000E.03 -1.143E.05 5.00E0O.0
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•RID-POIIT CWr -LINK X Y XY VELOCITIES XY m mmS
"420 10t 2.031E100 3.00OE.00 -7.9269-02 4.3141-04 5.3911b02 -4.99M+03 3.333+02

411 96 2.132.00 6.921E.00 -1.8941-01 1.641-01 1.317103 -4.74"4.03 3.3*.02

402 120 6o1529+00 6.864E00 2.3623-01 2.9111-01 -3,9601" 1.83104W 3.33Z#02
393 Z17 6,009400 2,"9t+.00 5.7541-03 4.1241-02 2.3421e.2 9.8011.4( 3.33.02

447 0 4.01.E+00 4.9481+00 3.2229-01 8.7751-02 -1.49290 4,8361. 1.33
429 504 4.135".00 6.926.00 -2.463E-02 1.3691-01 5.511.03 6.349#03 6.667E+02

456 534 2.0721.,0 4.985100 1.007E-01 -1.05Z-01 -8,4059.3 9.647 43 6,667.0

465 564 6.113.+00 4.911E.00 1.8391-02 3.3671-02 -1.518E.04 4.8631E03 6.6679.02

474 594 4.o047.0 2.9991.00 1.4721-01 4.2601-02 5.1118#3 1,748,.0 6."

483 0 3.1031.00 5.9541.00 5.3161-02 -2.2571-01 -1.1811N4 2,212,.04 1,S.03
525 0 5.1171.+40 S,904+00 1.3501-01 2.0691-01 8.9192 1,6991.4 1,:333903
546 0 3.050•.00 3,978•1.00 2.161-01 -3.205J-02 4.36.0A 1.WI7£04 1.33.,3

585 0 5.0751.00 3.960.00 3.6231-01 4.2M-02 L.5641,04 6.366, 3 1.33x.r3
576 0 4.105E.00 5.929W.+ 1.917E-02 6.8501-02 2.137203 3.300104 1.3333.03

642 759 3.131E+00 6.950ME00 -2.439M-01 2.2641-02 -3.91410 8.564E.03 6.667n02

615 0 3.076E100 4.962E+00 1.0971-01 -1.1581-01 -5.-30 1,524.4 1.333E+0
495 816 2.099".00 5.979E+00 -1.985E-01 -1.061-01 2.903E+03 ,Q.31.E04 6.667E102

633 846 5.143E.00 6.87AE+00 5.093E-02 2.085E-01 4.5511.03 2,712.E04 6.667E102

438 876 6.131E+00 5.8821.00 -6.894E-02 6.179E-02 -5.830E&03 9.543+03 6.667E+02
651 0 5.097100 4.9211.00 1.6611-01 2.523E-02 6.1989E03 8.5061.03 1*me.03

696 933 2.045E+00 3.9*2.00 1.104E-01 -9.81-02 -3.748-.02 7.345D103 6.667.02
669 0 4.063E+00 3.973E+00 1.043E-01 -7.978E-02 5532E+.03 -2.553E.03 1.3331.03

71, 990 3.038E.00 2.999E.00 1.138E-01 1.451E-02 -7.430E802 2.059E+04 6.6671E*,

687 1049 6.092E.00 3.9531.00 3.827E-01 -1.2551-01 -5.301E03 -1.230+04 6.667E102
516 1079 5.064E+40 2.999E.00 -1.107E-02 -3.507E-02 2.562&.03 1.135E.04 6.667n12
705 0 3.618U+00 6.441E.+00 -4.517E-03 -7.032E-02 6.7211.03 -1.327E04 6,667E+02

750 0 3.5901.00 5.447E.00 1.190E-01 2.0876-01 1.35+204 1.7941.03 6.667E412

771 0 4.623X+00 6.4091.00 -1.665E-01 -4.274E-02 -4.787E+03 1.590E.03 6.667E.02

828 0 4.600E100 5.429E.00 4.4201-02 1.521E-01 2.907n.03 -3.6916+03 6.6671.02

897 0 2.6151+00 6.465E.40 1-595E-01 1.291E-02 -8.*95.02 3,7121.03 6.667E.02

807 0 2.5895+00 5.470E1.00 -1.319E-02 2.526E-01 I.809104 2.077E.02 6.667E+02

"624 0 3.5701+00 4.463X.00 1.749E-01 -1.3991-02 -1.3041.04 1.1201 04 6,667E+02
945 0 2.55840 4.4809+00 2.162Z-01 -6.608E-02 1.1311.4 -4.137E103 6.66/.02
92.4 0 5.637E+00 6.381E100 2.528E-02 -2.027E-01 -9.123,.02 9.5971,03 6.667E402

858 0 5.615E1.00 5.405E.00 1.3571-01 6.610E-02 -5.226E+03 8.272V1.3 6.667M+02

88 0 5.593E+00 4.4368.00 1.348E-01 3.767E-01 -3.!25",l 3 2.5411.4 6.667F102

1031 0 4.5631•+0 4.451E+00 -3.2331-02 1.88-01 -2.732S.04 1.456E104 6.667E+02

963 0 2.538U.00 3.4901E00 1.4581-01 1.104E-01 1.31".4 1.6911.04 6.6671.02

981 0 3.550E+00 3.4ME)00 1.379E-01 5.=08E-01 -4.6181+03 1,021E+02 6,6671.02

678 0 4.562E.00 3.482,.00 9.105E-02 1.5501-01 -8.6376.43 4.0$X#03 6.6671E02

1070 0 5.576E+00 3,475E100 -5.486E-02 1.040E-01 9.440E.03 2,3051E04 6#667E.02
)SlW
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Sample Problem No. 4

A projectile hits a beam and breaks It into two (fracture based on
Griffith theory).

a. Initial State b. After 1,000 Cycles

c. After 1,200 Cycles d. After 2,000 Cycles

Figure A4. UDEC Sample Problem No. 4
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START
iFO f'•ATN DENS:2000 X--i,OE8 G-, .OE8 :-- i.E,58 XS:-1. E08 F:-O,I

POFi MAT:1 TF:3244,
GRAVITY 0. -10.
ROM4 0. 1
DAMP 5 16. MASS

DAMP 5 i6, INT&i•NAL
FRAC 0.10
ALOCK ITAN COOS=A 1.)o, 'l, ,3,-b .3, 3,5 3,o,.

SPLIT Oi 6,1
SPLIT Oý1.9 6,19

SPLIT 1.5,-O,5 1,5,.,.
SPLT 4.5,-6.; 4.5,1.5
DELETE 1,5,4.5 1,.I
5FLIT 3., . 3,-5.

YPLIT 3,2-,4I.1% 4.4,1

Sr'LiT 3.£, 1.,, 8, 2, 55,.2.3r
S-TULT 2.. l,3 .i 4,.3,'5,

DELE % 1,'-' 1 .'9,3.3

DELETE 3.75,5 i.1,3.3
DELETE 2>..3,4 1.',,'.4
DELETE 2,3.75 3,15,3.37

c,ý4E 1,5 1,2 SDEF
LIA 3t3 4-1.5
F-X . 0,1

LOAD .,5 2,3,35 -0.2E4 -
Villi 0 700 7C,:, 1400
610) 0 6 0 7
PLOT
CYCLE 1000
VIEW 700 1400 700 j-.'X

PLCN'
CYCLE 200
VIEW 0 700 0 700

PLOT
CYCLE M0
VIEW 700 0400 0 700

PLOT
P DC MO DL L.

STOP

PROBLEM NO. 4 INPUT FILE
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)START

PROCRAM UDEC; WIVESAL DISTINCT MMM CODE (YESI(M 1.2)

THIS IS A START RUH
)PROP NMAT, DENS:2000 'lo,0E8 Cs1,0E8 KIHioE08 KS=1oE08 F=OoI
)PROP AT21 TF:3240,
)GRAVITY 0, -10,

)RM 0.1

)D•lMP 5 16, NO
STIFFN4ESS-OWPING TERM SET TO ZER

)DAMP 5 16. INTRA

NOTE - ONLY MASS-DAM1HC USED
)FRAC 0.10
)BLI, HX IT:I C016=4 1.fO, l.It3.35 5.t3.35 5,fO,

)SPLIT 011 6,1
)SPLIT 0,1.9 6t,.9

)SPLIT 1.5t-0.5 1.5,1.5
)SPLIT 4.5,-0.5 4,5,1,5
)DEI.ET 1.5p4.5 Ol
)SPLIT 2.5,1.7 3.25,4

)SPLIT 3.25ý1.8 4,4.1
)SPLIT 2,65,1,87 3.75t2.48
)SPLIT 3.15t,.8 2.55t2.85
)SPLIT 2.6,3.5 4t3.05
)DELETEI 12.5 1.9,3,3

)DELETE 3.75t5 1.9,3.3

)DELETE 2.6t3,4 1,9,2.4

)DELETE 3t3.75 3.15)3.35
)>CAME 1,5 1,2 SDE

)LINX 3P 4,1,5
)FIX 1,5 0,1

)e SET FORCE OF PROJECTILE
)LOAD 1,5 2,3.35 -0.3E4 -0.95E4
)MEI 0 700 700 1400

)WIND 0 6 0 7

)PLOT
)CYCLE 1000

INITIAL TIMESTI• z 6.325E-04

CUMENT CYCLE COUNT - 1000
MEW• 700 1400 700 1400

)PLOT

)CYCLE 200

INITIAL TIMEST : 6.325E-04

C1URT CYCLE COUT -- 1200

)MW 0 700 0 700
)PLOT
)CYCLE 800

INITIAL TIMESIEP = 6.3255-04
RKHT CYCLE COUNT , 2000

)VME 700 1400 0 700

)PMOT

)P 0 C CORDL L
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WX DATA

KMIC MT cmt COffID CM . wa POt. MOP. XY,MEA VELOCITIES X,T,TIEA FO19

133 1 4 4.0239+00 1.4071.00 3.6001.03 1.443E.03 4.06U1-02 -8.2011-02 1.5651-01 7.2M43.0 2,L26E#04 1.1351.04

all 012 0D21 022 $III S112 S121 S122 SAIL SA12 S1 SA22
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ IU -124419*3.7303.672143-.3991.03-2 .YI51.02-?.91i51.02-6.OM092.-3.0=K.4-s.56?.2g*-1.rn143-2.231144

*500 1 4 4.7501+00 5.0001-01 1.000E.03 1.0421.02 0.0001.00 0.000100 0.0001.00 4.2031.0 -2.3971.M 1.6M#103
(RIGID)

M9 1 4 3.1601.00 2.3731.00 1.4481.03 1.n27E#02 -1.66E-02 -2.35X-01 -9.9811-03 1.7611.03 6."23103 -1.0941.02

(RIGID)
76 1 4 1.V73E.00 1.40NAM0 3.6=4103 1.443E.03 -4.7761-02 -6.438U-02 -1,607-01 -6.5=41.3 2.0711.04 -1.227E04

all 012 021 EM2 SULl SII? 5121 S122 SAIL SA12 m*2 so
1.26.4E-03 1.996E-03-1.783E-03 3.673E-03-0,399E03-2.fl5E.02-2.Y15E.02-6.092bQ3-3.025E.04-8,5021.02-I .777E.03-2.2311.04

1 1 4 1.250E#W 5.OOOE-01 1.000E03 1.042E-02 0.000E..X0 0.0001.00 0.0001.00 -4.721E+03 -2.4921.04 -1.5981.03

(RIGID)

* .,RJTAM DATA%

rANTACT AAT CMT X ,y (XU3S. f(JE Dl~ilJviw
)DO'AL 9"& NIJMI. £-iLi

11.97 1 4 3.06d+.00 1.480".0 2.336W.*3 2.336E.02 -' .317E-05 -6.424E-04

619 1 4 3.0071*00 1.6800#00 107*41,067E#03 5.0961-0 -1.621E02

433 0 0 1.409E.00 9-9"E-01 2.52Z1.04 2.522103 -2.6231-04 -6,533E-02e
166 0 0 4.892300 1 .01 1E#00 0.0001*00 0.0001*00 Z.1I1?5-01 0.000E.00
144 0 0 1. 1101.00 1.013E.00 0.0001.00 0.O000[+W 2.6001-02 0.0001.00

3.0021.0 1.78&U*00 4.?661.00 1.Y29*00 5. 0531*0 1.0344*0 3.0501.00 6.6511-01

MalC 500
4.5001.0 1.0001.00 5.0001.00 1.0001.00 5.0001.0 0.000*00 4.5001.0 0.OOE0010

PCCI 19"
3.6521*00 2.781E#00 3.3731*00 1.923E*00 ?M94+E00 1.724E#00 2.720E*00 2.1181*00 3.0001.00 2.9811.00

MAI00 76

2.9211.00. 6.665E-01 9.36n1-01 1.041E#00 1,015E*00 l.r9.VE0 3.0283*0 1.763.00

MCCI I
1.5003.0 O-OOOE00 1.0001.00 0..OOO#0 -,000E+00 1.000E*00 1I5001.0 1.0001.0
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DOIN LINKED LISTS

DWAIN 1189
CONTACT 1167t BLOCK! 1373, BLOC12 195 CORINE/ED•E
COV 544, BLOCK 1373, R-LIHK 1393
COO 239, BLOCK 1373, R-LINk 544
COD 108, BLOCK 1373, R-LINK 239

CONTACT 166t 9 1OCKl 1373t BLOWK2 500 EDGE/CORG

CMINP 120, BLOCI 500, R-LINK 556
CO 57, BLOCK 500, R-LIIR 120
COMW0 532, BIMCK 500, R-LI01 37
CONIACT 648, BWOCI 500t BLOCK2 1373 CORNER/EDGE
CO 1393 BLOCK 1373n, R-LINK 108

CONTACT 619, BLOCK1 76, C= 1373 CORHEREGE
CF0 709, B= 76, R-LINK 215
C 1034, BLOCK 76, R-LINK 709
CONTACT 433, BLOCKI 1, BLOCX2 76 CC04`EDGE
COV 334, BLOCK I R-LINK 96

COG 35.8 BLOCK It R-LINX 334

COR•ER 21, BLOCK I R-LINK 358
CONTACT 144, BLOCKI I, BLOCK2 76 CORH4/Ui E
CORNE 132, BLOCK 76t R-LINK 1034
COF64M 215t BLOCK 76, R-LIHK 132

CONTACT 1429, BLOCK! 195, BLOCX2 76 COR•L/COIP
CORU 1216, BLOCK 15, R-LINK 828
CORNE 1240, BLOCK 195t R-LINK 1216

COO 370t BLOCK 195, R-LIN( 1240
COF*0 1405, BLOCK 195, R-LINK 370
COU 828, BLOCK 195, R-LINX 1405

DOIAIN 937(O•TM BOUI)DARY)
CONTACT 1167, BLOCKI 1373, BLOCK2 195 COROVECGE

CONTACT 1429, BLOCKI 195, BLOCK2 76 COMUER/CtUcNER
CONTACT 619, BLOCKi 76, BLOCK2 1373 CO]ER/EDGE

DOPAIN 670

CONTACT 64-, BLOCK! 500, BLOCK2 1373 CORd4ER/EDGE

C(PQ 556, BLOCK 500, R-LINK 532
CONTACT 166, BLOCI( 1373, BLOCK2 500 EDmcp

DOMAIN 188
CONTACT 433, BLOCK1 It BLOCK2 76 COM60V]EDGE

CONTACT 144, BLOCXI It BLOCK2 76 CORET</EDCE

COm 96, BROEX I, R-LINK 21
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RM0 LIISO LISTS

BLC 1373
CCW 1393, BLWK 1373, ft-LNK 108
MRM~ 619, MOCCI 76, MM~f 1313 C43/ICCE
CCWACT 1167, WXI 1373, MCCX? 1M CVW EDGE
MW 544, MCI 1373, R-LI)E 1393
~W 23N, KMCC 1373, ft-LID $44
WM 108, MCC 1373, ft-LINk 239
OJI1TT 166, MCXKI 1373, W= 500 EDCMW OR
OfM ?C 648, WI~ 500, mWJ 1373 CWGP/DCE
um500
IWW 532, KM 500, ft-LINK 57

S.WITAT 648, KXI 500, PLC1 1373 CWV4O/W
WMW 556, MCX 500, ft-LINK 532
MCOTT 166, LK MC II 133 MWCK 500 MGECUM

MMD 12M, BLOCK 500, ft-LINK 536
cme 57, MCCX 500, ft-LINk 120

BLOCK 195
COMD 320, BLOCK 195, R-LINX 1240
0014O 1405, BLOCK 195, R-LINk 370
ay 626, BLOCK 155, k-LINK 1405
W(TACT 1167, BLOM~ 1373, BLOC12 195 Q)M4WEDCE
CONTACT 1429, RLOCKl 195, BLOWX 7', COWeCORNER
COMO 1216, BLOCK 195, ft-LINK 828
COO 1240, BMOI 1955, -LINK 1216

DimC 76
WM 709, BLOCK 76, ft-LINK 215
CUM 1034, BLOCK 76, R-LINX 709
CONTACT 433, OLOCK i t 1,max 76 C(60OO/EDGI
OWTfMT 144, BLOCHK I 1, KS12 76 C5'4O/IMC
COMO 132p BLOC 76, ft-LINK 1034

COO 215, BLCKX 7, R-LINK 132
C01TACT 1429, NMCI 195, BLOCC2 76 M$ui/OW i
MNTACT 619, MCCX 76, LCK= 1373 MWM/EDC

UCM I
COW 334, MLC I1, R-LINk 96

CMG 358, btXK 1, R-LINK 334
WW 21, BLOCK I, ft-LINK 358
COITACT 144, BLtCKI 1, ULOCK2 76 DJWe/02G
COm 96t mmC 11,ftLINK 21

*CONTACT 433, BLOCK) 1, BLOCK2 76 O34gVEDCE
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APPENDIX B: THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISTINCT ELEMENT TEST-BED CODE (VERSION 1.0)
USER'S MANUAL

Introduction

1. This manual describes the test-bed code, D3, written to evaluate

features developed in the design of a new three-dimensional distinct

element program. 03 is in skeleton form with several facilities provided

for in the code but not completed at present. The input commands and

program operation follow closely those given for UDEC.

Input Commands

Notes: Upper-case letters in a command or parameter must be typed;

the remaining letters are optional. Lower-case parameters stand

for numeric values. Integers must be given for parameters start-

ing with i, j, k, 1, m, n. Real numbers may be given as integers,

but not vice versa.

Input is free-format: parameters may be separated by any number

of the following characters, in addition to spaces:

An END command is required at the end of the input fi'e (after

tne STOP command). The first command must be START or RESTART.

* = comment line

+ = continuation line

Block Material n Constitutive m xl yl z1 x2 y2 z2 ...

Create a rigid block of material number n and constitutive number

m. Defaults are n=l, mzl, if m, n are omitted. The block's

surface is divided into triangular faces. Vertex coordinates.

(xl, yl, z1), (x2, y2, z2), etc., are entered three at a time for

B1
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each triangular face. Continuation lines may be used but a set

of three vertices defining a face must not be separated.

Vertices must be ordered counterclockwise looking along the

outward normal.

CHange xl x2 yl y2 z1 z2 Sdef Material n Constitutive m

All blocks with centroids lying within the range xl<x<x2,

yl<y<y2 and zl<z<z2 are changed to simply-deformable (Sdef) or

may have material and constitutive numbers changed.

Cycle n

Do n time-steps (cycle 0 is permitted as a check on data).

DAmping fcrit freq Mass

Stiffness

Internal

Viscous damping is applied in the form of Rayleigh damping.

fcrit is the fraction of critical damping and freq is the center

frequency. If a qualifier is not given as the third parameter,

full damping is used. The word "Vass" eliminates the stiffness-

proportional dashpots, and "Stiffness" eliminates the mass-

proportional dashpots. The word "Internal" causes the specific

damping to be applied to the 3 internal degrees of freedom of

simply-deformable blocks.

Dump n m

Dump memory to printer from the main array from address n to

address m. Internal pointers MFREE, JUNK, IBPNT and ICPNT are

also printed. MFREE gives the highest memory location that is

currently free.

End

Last input command.

FRAction f

f is taken as the fraction of critical time-step to be used.

Gravity gx gy gz

Gravitational accelerations are set for the x-, y- and z-

directions.

Print Blocks Faces Velocities VERtices Contacts

Data are printed on blocks, faces, block velocities, vertices and

contacts, respectively.
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"PROperty Material n keyword value

n

The first parameter must be the specification of the material

number. Material properties are defined for material number n.

Property keywords are:

Bulk(orK) bulk modulus

G shear modulus

Density density

KN contact normal stiffness

KS contact shear stiffness

Cohesion contact cohesion

Friction contact friction coefficient

JKN joint normal stiffness

JKS joint shear stiffness

Jcoh joint cohesion

JFric joint friction coefficient

Restart

The program is restarted using data from the restart file.

RSet v ia ioff

The real value v is inserted in the main array at address ia, with

offset ioff.

SAve

The current problem state is saved on the restart file.

STArt

The program does a cold start.

Stop

The run stops.

B3
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�Guide

Parameters and heta Crmap

Offsets far block data array

Notei The first intepor in each block array
(offset 0) is the block type umber, as follows:
I rigid block
2 sa�,ly-duformble block

ID Pointer to next block in block list.
IF Pointer to one face in block's face list.
�T Haterial omber.

Canstitutive miaber.
4' �LI point: to : :z

lTD Start of triple pointer to xyz components
of anqslar velocity (caniterclockuise powitive).

IVOL DIck volume,
KIN Block sass,
Kb! Start of triple pouiwer to moment of Inertia

aboit xy aM z axes.
OPX Start of triple pointer to xyz components

of block centroid force sum.
ID?? Start of triple pointer to x#,z components

of block centrold moment sum.
VA. Start of triple pointer to xyz components

of lead applied to block centroid.

tD� Extension pointer (to � �m)
IV Pointer to one vertex in block's vertex list
IC Pointer to block's contact list

Offsets for face data array

Hate: The first integer (offset 0) contains
ttie valum �AC to derute a face.

PU Pointer to next face on this block,
PS Pointer to host block.
171 Pointer to first cormectinq face.
112 Pointer to wcov� connectinq face.

S B4
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m3 Pointer to third connecting face.
XVI Pointe to first Wite of this fece.
IN2 WoNtW to secow wert of this face.
MV Pointer to third wptm of thisi face.

Offsets for verte data arr"

lNoe: fth fiit STintege (offset 0) contains

...the value 10CMI to denote a contac

ON Pointe to next conact on tloialbloct
KCB StanK of blocle pointr t jj o~

ofD vecrtefx.ak ai

KOffs Pointertont contact inn ways 1 ls

D04 Pointer to twit contact in glbalo- list

KCO Code number
(above offsets Owred by m seiate contact)

%CVI lHarst vertex on block-i
XMIE 2nd. vrtex, block-1 for edge-edge contact

JX coordinate vector (triple)
OW0d unit noumi vector (triple)
KCFN nomal force (scalar)

) XCFS shear force vector (triple)

Logical unit tmobers

LAM!? Unit number for input file.
UNOF Unit number for output file.
UMC Wtilt number for gnera I LO (e.g. retart).
LAW Unit tmober for plotted output.
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""m-W of awft in data arr~s

WI block
WFR Face
BMW Vertex
lt•t Comct

MaC Dgmnt contact

Sraq limits

MOP Sin of gain mTy (UA)..
AT Maximum number of aterials.

ICOGS fxi&A constitutive ~aabers.,
NTYP Number of block types (rigid, SDEF, etc.)

Head codes (contents of first integer in data groups)
.°.....o..... ................ ..... ....................

4RIC : I Riqid block
POEN a 2 Siaply-deformable bloaK
HMAC Face

OM Vertex

Contact codn
.............

KU -dep-to-edge

MLW vertex-to-f ace
nCM degene-ate

ain Cmosm DIock Variables
...........................

LIlI(8O) Duffer for current input line in Al forest.

LIHEI(80) Puffer for nwxt input line.
LPM (I) Pointer to start of Was@W I in LINE( )

after r"uwal of bladisp etc.
MAUM(3) vector of zero Ie

ag #?UsE. if an so, has occured.
STR U1#. if the first input line has een processed.

CFLAG .IN1. if the current lire is a contiuawton.
IC .MIR. if the next line is a continuation,.

.W Index of last computed CM in W(N.

Jm pointer to list of %fare m e groups.

SFirst uused meoy address.
IIn=CC CUrrent block number.
ISTACIK Stack pointer.
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wCY Currently rtqiaste Imser of cycles.
N=TO Toni al odr of cycles.
TD. Tim-step.

FKesmtal fraction of critical tto-step.
1"m bawting ,uwer, used in niii routines
ILJ Ouatput l ire caunt
W"~ output pae. Count.
an&9 buting muWer for Continuaation l ine in GEN.

AM rest damping coefficimmts
MTA Stiffnes duping coefficient.
Cm ~ apiung fatw (1.O-WIV.1Us'O)
Con Duping facts (1.O/10-O.MPIOWAT-./ ))

AIMS Interm) mass duping coefficient for
stoplIy-defommahle blocks.

CID Dumping factor (i.O-ALPBITDEL/2.O)
C20 Dumping factor (1.O/(1.O.ALPBODhEL.2.O))

P1 3.14159
ATML Distance betenM parTiCles at MiCh a real Contact

is formed.
CIOL
DIOL Dist-ance betwee particles at shich a

degenerate contact is formed

Iwiff Pointer to list of block$,
iOmf Pointer to list of contacts.
AIGII Normal contact stiffness, saterial I.
AI(S(I 9"ur contact stiffness, material 1.
AFMSJ Contat friction coefficient, esterial I-
COI(I Cantct cdmeion, material Is
ANIJ(I Joint noma 1Stiffness, material I.
AKSJ() Joint shea stiffness, material 1.
NMiJ) Joint friction coefficient, material 1,
COIJ(I Joint colsion, material 1.
DOSMI Denimty, matrial& 1.
RUMI Balk modulus, material Is
Sl6*(I) Sow. modlus, material 1.
MM.I) Lae constant, material I.
M.M0l() La, constapnt, terial I.
WAM(3 YeCtor Of MVitagtiONal acclertion.
A( thVin array.
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Sample Problem

Two tetrahedral blocks are created. The lower block is fixed,

and the upper block allowed to come into contact with the upper vertex

of the fixed block. Gravity acts in the -z direction. Since the

centroid of the upper block is not directly above the fixed vertex, the

block translates and rotates, and develops shear forces at the contact

as well 3s a normal force.

z

3-

Y

flIzed

K - -.

1 1.5 I 1.5

x -z section -0.5

x -y section

a. initial State

Figure B1. D3 Sample Problem
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+ (1,0,0) (0,0,0) (1,0,10)
fLC (Mp alo (0,-0.5,) (15,.51)(15,,

*(1.5,.510)(2) (1.5,44,)(15,1
BLC0, - (10.5,1) (1.5,1,.51) (1.5 1115,)

+ (0,-0.S,) 0(1.5-0-5p3) (1,5,-0.5,1)
FIX 0 1 0 1 0 1
GRMD 0 0 -10
CYC I
F*I4T CON VEL
Cyc 5
MRU( CON VEL

CYC 10
FtINT CON VE.
STOP

.Em

IMPUT FILE



i) ATM

MGM32 13 TV - 3-1 l~K §MUfM 031

1141S is A START Rm

Wa I1l WOOD0 WD~sE &.50 Fl.O

).(0,0,0) (1,1,0) (1,0,1)
4. (1,0,) (0,0,0) 4100,1)

4.(.,451 (1.5,40.5,3)(1,,1
)4 (0,40.511) (1 4,1.15,405,3)

)FIX 0 10 01 0 1

89 00.00.0 0-to.0~FS2 5() R

B OCK CYCLE CDIT - rIc

116 0,ERE-D0" 0.01.0 .001.00 0.0001.OOE00 0.01.000.+00 0.00DE0OOK0 .09066m

QR9( COCDE (UT 4w WT TNY T O

I8 IV7-D( 1,0W 8.09+0 1.0001.0 0.0001.0 1.M0140 6,424201 ,211 .010

177(gWTI 8s 2100

I ~OAf CYCLE (U! 14
)KINT Cc I
(UITACT TYPE KOCII-1 K0C2 XCI) X(2) X(S) P1(1 MI(2 F3(3 P4

184 (M¶M-EDI 1 89 1,0001.0 0.0006.4 1.00016.002,45-41 -6.4243.01 0.0006.0 8,X"14

wt IMI twc um LOOT rim m! TMa
it 0 177105 *1.30710 -3.295-02 9.43-04 9.14114 0.801.

S 1~~ 100060 0.00 01lo.40 0.006.8 JU.0 0.00010 .00OO 0.0808.

)mt

TDIM a2,5BIO

CA YI W11


